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Abstract

Cash Flow-at-Risk (CFaR) is a risk measure that conveys information on the shortfall in cash flow, associated with a certain probability, a firm could experience over a certain time period. However, to provide information on outcomes that are identified as costly by the risk management literature, in particular underinvestment due to financing constraints, a risk measure needs to make explicit reference to the firm’s presumed access to external sources of funding. What is called for is thus a framework in which cash flow-based measures of risk are conditional on the firm’s debt capacity. The group of risk measures presented in this paper incorporates this information. They render hedgeable magnitudes that can inform risk management strategies by indicating if a hedge is likely to mitigate costly consequences of volatility by acting as a substitute for equity capital.
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At one point the managers of Norsk Hydro ASA, an integrated aluminium company headquartered in Oslo, Norway, posed the question: “Is a hedge desirable to accompany a strategy involving a substantially increased investment-budget”? Presumably, the managers would be willing to implement such a hedge if the benefit from doing so outweighed the cost. Such a benefit would be at hand if there was a sufficient reduction in the overall risk profile of the company, provided that the risk was perceived to be unacceptably high under the new investment strategy. But how should this risk be defined and measured? How could the company obtain a tangible indication that the risk profile had been shifted in a meaningful way?

In search of such information, the managers of the company could opt to evaluate its risk profile using the widely used Value-at-Risk measure, or, being an industrial company, Cash Flow-at-Risk (CFaR). The CFaR measure provides a summary statistic of the risk inherent in the firm’s portfolio of cash flows.\(^1\) It essentially represents the shortfall of cash flow, associated with a certain probability, a company could experience over a certain time period. Such a modelling effort can be helpful in managing the firm’s operating cash flow and provide a sense of the firm’s overall liquidity risk over a certain time period.

Framing a firm’s risk tolerance in terms of an amount that is ‘at risk’ is potentially misguided, however, because this magnitude may correspond poorly with outcomes that are truly costly to the firm’s shareholders. Suppose a risk manager wants to manage risks to reduce the costs of liquidity shortfalls (as suggested by Froot, Scharfstein, and Stein, 1993, 1994). It is unclear whether a corporate manager who hedges to reduce her firm’s CFaR really has shifted the firm’s profile in a way that is of benefit to the company’s owners. If CFaR is construed, as in Stein et al (2001), as the fifth percentile in the firm’s distribution of operating cash flow (“EBITDA”), then it is clear that this measure leaves some important questions unaddressed. For example, how does the CFaR measure relate to the risk of default? Or how does it relate to the risk of underinvesting relative to an optimal level, or other ‘costly states of nature’?\(^2\)

The CFaR measure cannot, as it stands, be easily connected with outcomes that are perceived as costly because it does not incorporate information on the firm’s balance sheet. For the managers of a corporation, with its largely fixed portfolio of fairly illiquid assets, the state of the balance sheet is an important piece of information as it will indicate the firm’s ability to deal with short- to medium term fluctuations in cash flow. The need to consider debt capacity reflects the fact that costly ‘states of nature’ are typically a function of both weak liquidity and a weak balance sheet (Mello and Parsons, 1999). Indeed, the risk management literature often emphasizes the endogenous relationship between risk management, understood as cash flow hedging, and the capital structure. Stulz (1996), for example, views risk management as a direct substitute to equity capital.

This paper’s main argument is that a truly useful summary risk statistic concerning corporate liquidity risk management needs to make reference to the firm’s debt capacity. By making explicit the role of debt capacity in obtaining interpretable risk measures one

---

\(^{1}\) Approaches to CFaR-modelling can be found in Risk Metrics (1999), Stein et al (2001) and Andrén et al (2005).

\(^{2}\) Benefits of risk management include avoiding the deadweight costs of costly bankruptcy (Smith and Stulz, 1985); reducing expected taxes when tax rate is progressive (Ibid); reducing stakeholder risk compensation (Shapiro and Titman, 1986); reducing underinvestment due to external financing costs (Froot, Stein and Scharfstein, 1993)
improves on CFaR, where debt capacity is at best implicitly part of the analysis. The
framework advanced here also recognizes that the cost of shortfalls depends on the
consequences they entail, which leads to interpretations that are more aligned with theories
of risk management. One obtains hedgeable magnitudes that indicate if and by how much
a hedge mitigates costly states of nature by acting as a substitute for equity. Second, by
adjusting the parameters in the model a great deal of flexibility is achieved in terms of
adapting the risk definition according to circumstances, improving the interpretability of
the measures.

The article is outlined as follows. The next section discusses debt capacity as it relates to
cash flow risk measures. After that follows a section on the need to consider the cost of risk.
The section after that looks at the Lower Partial Moments (LPM)-framework for creating
risk measures. In the section thereafter I discuss how to obtain more relevant risk measures
by conditioning cash flow-based risk measures on the firm’s debt capacity. The section after
that discusses various ways to approach the debt-capacity parameter, followed by an
illustrative application using the case of Norsk Hydro. A final section concludes.

1. On the need to consider debt capacity when measuring
corporate risk

Value-at-Risk\textsuperscript{3} (VaR) has had a huge impact on risk measurement practice in the financial
industry. A survey published in 2007 by Deloitte indicates that over 60% of global
financial institutions use VaR in managing their risk exposures. Bank regulators even use
VaR when determining the amount of capital a bank is required hold. So as far as risk
measures go, VaR can be considered ‘successful’. Its rise to stardom can be attributed to its
ability to aggregate a large number of exposures into a single summary of overall risk, which
greatly facilitates risk monitoring and communication (Andrén et al, 2005). VaR also
makes the risk of different types of financial instruments directly comparable. Furthermore,
by viewing only shortfalls relative target (‘downside’) as risk, VaR achieves greater intuitive
appeal than the symmetric standard deviation.

Due to a growing interest among non-financial firms about the at-Risk methodology, the
same principles were eventually applied in other contexts, usually with cash flow or
earnings replacing value as the target variable\textsuperscript{4}. Cash Flow-at-Risk (CFaR) is thus the cash
flow-equivalent of the Value-at-Risk-measure. As such, it shares many of its advantages.
Compared with the traditional ‘silo’, or departmentalised, approach to risk management, it
sums up the firm’s various risk exposures into a single measure of risk. To an extent, the
analogy between a portfolio of financial assets and the non-financial firm holds up well. In
the latter case we are dealing with a portfolio of cash-flow generating real assets rather than
traded financial claims. The combined volatility of this portfolio of assets is more relevant
for management purposes than the volatility of any particular asset in that portfolio.

The objections raised in this paper do not concern the analogy between financial and real
assets as such. Rather, I wish to address the interpretability of risk measures at the corporate
level. What characterizes a risk measure that has an intuitive and economically relevant

\textsuperscript{3} According to RiskMetrics, a leading authority on VaR, VaR is defined as “the predicted worst-case loss with a
specific confidence level (for example, 95%) over a period of time (for example, 1 day).”
\textsuperscript{4} See Corporate Metrics (1999). Other approaches to CFaR are found in Stein et al (2001) and Andrén et al
(2005)
interpretation? Jeffrey (1984) argues that variability as such is not necessarily very informative unless coupled with information on potential (costly) consequences. Arnott and Bernstein (1989) argue that the proper perspective on risk management is that it refers not to the elimination of variability, but the elimination of exposures to scenarios that involve a failure to meet obligations as they come due. What these arguments seem to suggest is that, to make risk measures meaningful, we should identify scenarios that involve some costly consequence and measure risk with reference to these. Costly should here be understood as a cost seen from the perspective of the firm’s owners, not according to the risk-aversion of the managers running the firm. This follows if we accept that risk management, like any other major corporate activity, is subject to the shareholder-wealth maximization criterion.

An attractive measure of corporate risk, therefore, has the property that it conveys information on the likelihood of outcomes that are genuinely costly to the firm’s shareholders. The corporate risk management literature has indeed identified a number of costly consequences of volatility that can serve as reference points for constructing risk measures. Smith and Stulz (1985) argue that bankruptcy involves direct costs (legal fees, management time spent on administrative issues, etc). Lessard (1990) argue that risk management should protect the firm’s ability to pay out a dividend. Froot, Scharfstein and Stein (1993) argue that risk management can increase the likelihood that the firm is able to carry out value enhancing investments. Schleifer and Vishny (1992) argue that liquidity shortfalls can force a firm to make asset fire sales. In the literature these sorts of consequences are referred to as “deadweight costs”.

It is clear that CFaR, if defined as the 5th percentile of the probability distribution of operating cash flows (Stein et al, 2001), do not convey any precise information as to the likelihood of shortfalls that could lead to any of these deadweight costs materializing. Mello and Parsons (1999) suggest that we can obtain more informative, and theory-consistent, cash flow risk measures by conditioning them on information on the firm’s spare debt capacity. A focus on the operating side alone is, according to these authors, bound to be misleading because it tells nothing about whether or not the company is at risk of not being able to carry out its business plan. Indeed, the challenge to measure the risk of a company is made difficult by the fact that costly ‘states of nature’ are typically a function of both weak liquidity and a weak balance sheet. Consider first a firm whose conservative financial policy has landed its Debt-to-Equity ratio at 0.3. It may find the prospect of a funding need to be less than frightening, because its low leverage indicates it would have ample refinancing opportunities. An otherwise similar firm whose aggressive use of debt has put its Debt-to-Equity ratio at 2 may not be as keen to exposure to refinancing risk.

By making cash flow risk measures conditional on debt capacity we acknowledge that some cash flow shortfalls may entail negative consequences – i.e. they are ‘risky’ – whereas others do not, because the firm’s debt capacity is such that the shortfalls can be covered by external financing. This necessitates a modelling of the firm’s debt capacity, which may itself be a stochastic, state-dependent variable itself (Froot, Scharfstein, and Stein, 1993). If, say, the firm’s ability to borrow is constrained by a covenant in one of its existing loans, then the terms of that covenant will be important in determining if and how much additional borrowing the firm can take on in any given scenario. If, as is typically the case, the covenant is expressed as a financial ratio then the stochastic behaviour of this ratio is a relevant input for imputing the debt capacity in each scenario. Correlation will matter too. Assume that the covenant is written in terms of its ratio of debt to equity. If the firm
generates most of its revenues in a particular currency and has debt denominated in this currency, both the firm’s cash flow and the proxy for debt capacity will respond to changes in the exchange rate in question.

2. Incorporating the cost of risk

In the previous section it was argued that the CFaR measure, due to its inattention to debt capacity, fails to provide meaningful information on the likelihood of outcomes that are costly to the firm’s shareholders. A response to this could be to redefine CFaR to represent the loss relative a particular target level of cash flow at which, say, the firm would be unable to execute its investment program. Then it follows that this threshold level would have to be a function of the firm’s debt capacity, for the reasons outlined in the previous section. While technically equivalent, it is nevertheless less preferable because it is less transparent to have a stochastic target level that is a function of debt capacity. Modelling the firm’s liquidity and debt capacity separately and deriving risk measures from the interaction between these two variables is a more straightforward exercise.

A stronger argument against re-formulating the CFaR-measure comes from the fact that this measure would nonetheless be deficient in explicitly incorporating any notion of the cost of risk. A recurring critique of at-Risk measures is that they ignore what the outcome distribution looks like below the identified target level (Acerbi et al, 2008). That is, a shortfall of $10 million is treated no differently than a shortfall of $100 million, which is against intuition. Baltzer (2001) argues that a realistic risk measure should recognize that larger shortfalls ones are more undesired and should be penalized more heavily.

Corporate policy should depend not only on probabilities of certain scenarios, but also on their cost if they do in fact materialize. We deduce from this that an attractive measure of corporate risk has the property of incorporating information on the cost implied by the outcomes defined as ‘risky’. To appreciate this point, consider the following sequence of events. A firm’s first response to insufficient liquidity might be to cut down the investment spending with the lowest expected return. It may then choose to cancel its dividend payment, sending clear distress signals to the investor community. For even larger uncovered shortfalls, the firm may have to scale back its strategic investments where the expected profitability is the highest. If a firm’s interest payments are threatened, a variety of financial distress related costs might set in, as stakeholders demand a higher risk premium for doing business with the firm.

As the above sequence of events illustrate, the first set of cash commitments that the firm would scale back on can be assumed to be less important than the next set. This non-linear feature of corporate risk is a very subtle but important point, suggesting that the implicit assumption of an at-Risk measure regarding the cost of risk may be inappropriate. What CFaR lacks, in short, is a mechanism for applying some sort of penalty to the shortfalls in a way that reflects their perceived cost.

---

5 This non-linear feature of the consequences of liquidity shortfalls is in fact analogous with some leading theoretical models of corporate risk management, notably Froot, Scharfstein, and Stein (1993). In these models the cost of external financing increases exponentially with the size of the funding need. In much the same way, cutting back cash commitments will tend to get increasingly costly the larger the shortfalls.
3. Moving beyond Cash Flow-at-Risk

Are there any alternatives to the at-Risk framework? Culp et al (1998) discuss measures of risk associated with a specified target level below which the variable in question must never fall – the Below-Target Probability and the Below-Target Risk. This “doomsday level” is a level of performance that would have truly dramatic consequences to the organisation if not met. For example, it could be the level at which bankruptcy occurs, or at which some covenant is breached. Management can ask itself “at what level of performance do we really feel the pain?” and use this level as reference point when constructing risk measures. Such shortfall risk measures convey information about risk that is potentially more meaningful to a wide array of decision-makers.

The measures proposed by Culp et al are actually part of a more general framework concerned with downside risk. The general framework is the LPM (a, t)-model (Fishburn, 1977), in which risk is measured relative to a benchmark level. The basic idea behind the LPM is that a penalty is applied to shortfalls to reflect the risk tolerance of the decision-maker(s) and the perceived costs of the shortfall. That is, a penalty is applied to outcomes that are worse than the benchmark, but not those in which the target level is met or outperformed. Risk tolerance is described by selecting a value for \( a \), the penalty applied to shortfalls below target, and \( t \), the threshold level of performance. The general principle is that the higher the value of \( a \), the higher the penalty placed on a given shortfall (and by extension the higher the perceived cost of risk).

In the LPM risk is defined by the following function.

\[
F_a(t) = \int_{-\infty}^{t} (t-x)^a dF(x) \quad a > 0
\]  

Assuming that the variable of interest \( x \) is the firm’s cash holdings at some future point in time we obtain the following group of risk measures.

\[
LPM_0 = P(x < t) \quad \text{(B)}
\]

\[
LPM_1 = E\{x\}, \text{for all } x < t \quad \text{(C)}
\]

\[
LPM_2 = E\{x^2\}, \text{for all } x < t \quad \text{(D)}
\]

LPM_0 is the probability that cash falls below a certain target level. It can be interpreted as the probability of an external funding need. LPM_1 weighs each of these potential funding needs with its respective probability of occurrence. Compared to LPM_0, this measure takes into account the magnitude of shortfalls below the target. It can therefore be interpreted as the expected, or probability-weighted, funding need (not to be confused with the most likely

---

6 The LPM framework has been applied to the portfolio optimization problem by many authors, see for example Harlow (1991)
7 By analysing the cash balance (pre external funding) we incorporate information on any existing financial slack in the form of readily available liquidity. A flow-based measure will not tell the whole story if the company holds significant cash reserves.
8 This could be zero, but also some positive number that reflects the fact that a firm may want a minimum buffer of cash at all times for working capital needs.
9 LPM_0 is closely related to the at-Risk measure. The former refers to the probability of reaching a certain level, whereas the latter is concerned with the level, or size of the loss, associated with a certain probability.
10 LPM_1 is also sometimes referred to as Below-Target Risk, Expected Shortfall, or Conditional Value-at-Risk.
funding need). LPM$_2$ applies a heavier penalty to potential funding needs, which reflects that these funding needs may be more problematic and expensive the larger they get. Note that these three measures with risk aversion coefficients of 0, 1, and 2 are not the only ones possible. In fact, the coefficient can take any value depending on risk preferences (for a useful introduction to the LPM-framework, see Nawrocki, 1999).

While quite possibly informative in their own right, these risk measures suffer from not having a clear-cut interpretation. Do such funding needs pose a problem or not? Do they mean that the firm’s strategic plan could be derailed, or whether the firm risks having insufficient funds to meet debt obligations? It is hard to tell without additional information regarding the firm’s debt capacity.

4. Conditioning liquidity risk measures on debt capacity

Taking the perspective of a non-financial firm, this paper suggests a Conditional Lower Partial Moments (CLPM)-framework for measurement of corporate level liquidity risk. The idea of this framework is to make liquidity risk conditional on the firm’s debt capacity to obtain risk measures that can be given meaningful interpretations. In particular, they allow interpretations more attuned to existing theories of how risk management creates value.

The CLPM (a, t$_1$, t$_2$)-framework is a generalization of Fishburn’s LPM (a, t)-framework (1977) to include the debt capacity-parameter t$_2$. The debt capacity-parameter concerns the identification and description of a liability overhang in the firm’s balance sheet that could lead the firm to conduct its business sub-optimally in some states of the world. That is, we complement our analysis of cash holdings by looking at whether current levels of leverage, bond covenants, or other balance sheet constraints could impair the firm’s ability to carry out its strategic plan or meet other important cash commitments, such as dividends or interest expenses. An integral part of this analysis is to establish benchmark levels of performance where these constraints would become operative (more on this in the following section). That is, we use information on such constrains to filter out outcomes that are considered ‘non-risk’ from those that are truly ‘risk’ in the sense that they imply some negative consequence.

In the CLPM risk measures are defined by:

$$F_a(t_1, t_2) = \int_{-\infty}^{t_2} (t_1 - x)^a dF(x) \quad (t_1 - x ) = 0 \text{ for all } (y \leq t_2) \quad a > 0 \quad (E)$$

Again, the unit of analysis x is the firm’s cash holdings. Again, t$_1$ refers to the critical, or threshold, level for the firm’s cash balance. t$_2$, in turn, refers to the critical, or threshold, level for the proxy for the firm’s debt capacity, which is denoted y (more on this later). a, finally, is the risk coefficient as applied to the shortfalls below the target level for cash that are not covered within the firm’s remaining debt capacity. The difference between the LPM and CLPM resides in the debt capacity parameter t$_2$.

---

11 This assumption is common in the risk management literature. See, for example, Froot, Scharfstein and Stein (1993)
Risk measures in this framework are derived from the interaction between the firm’s cash balance and its debt capacity. In the CLPM a risk event can be thought of as an indicator variable that takes the value one if both the cash balance and the proxy for debt capacity breach their respective target levels simultaneously. We obtain the following set of risk measures.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{CLPM}_0 &= P\left( x < t_1 \cdot y > t_2 \right) \quad \text{(F)} \\
\text{CLPM}_1 &= E \left\{ (x) \text{ for all } x < t_1 \cdot y > t_2 \right\} \quad \text{(G)} \\
\text{CLPM}_2 &= E \left\{ (x)^2 \text{ for all } x < t_1 \cdot y > t_2 \right\} \quad \text{(H)}
\end{align*}
\]

How can we interpret these measures? CLPM\(_0\) is the probability that a funding need occurs at the same time that a firm’s debt capacity is presumed to be exhausted. It can be interpreted as the probability of the firm having to cut back its investment spending, or some other planned cash outlay. The interpretation will depend on the circumstances. It could be interpreted as the probability of default if the firm’s financial condition is already very weak and it is approaching the level where default is a realistic outcome.

CLPM\(_1\) can, in many cases, be viewed as the expected, or probability-weighted, underinvestment since we have filtered out those external funding needs which are considered unproblematic, or “business-as-usual”. By weighting each uncovered shortfall with its probability of occurrence we obtain a measure of by how much, in a statistical sense, the firm is expected to underinvest (or cut some other cash commitments) due to weaknesses in the balance sheet.

The difference between the LPM and CLPM-measures has appealing interpretations that can inform risk management strategies. If LPM\(_1\) is estimated to 10bn and CLPM\(_1\) to 10bn then this signals that the balance sheet is exhausted and will not provide a buffer – no funding need, however small, can be covered externally. A hedge in this situation may make a lot of sense because it stands a significant chance of acting as a substitute for the equity base the company is lacking. If, on the other hand, LPM\(_1\) is estimated to 10bn and CLPM\(_1\) to 0 then this is a clear indication that the firm’s balance sheet is strong enough to absorb practically any funding need that might arise. A hedge may then may less sense because the firm’s access to external funding is virtually ensured. Finally, if LPM\(_1\) is estimated to 10bn and CLPM\(_1\) to 2bn, then the firm “expects” the balance sheet to absorb 80% of the liquidity shortfalls. Likewise, it “expects” to underinvest by 2bn due to a liability overhang in the balance sheet. A firm can then evaluate which hedge strategy is most effective in bringing this number down.

We conclude from this that the difference between LPM\(_1\) and CLPM\(_1\) is a hedgeable magnitude with a meaningful interpretation: it indicates the size of the underinvestment problem caused by a weak balance sheet. If positive, it indicates that a hedge stands a chance of acting as a substitute for equity capital. A hedge can then be evaluated according to its ability to reduce this magnitude.

CLPM\(_2\), or any value of the coefficient larger than one, captures the notion that the consequences of a liquidity shortfall may be increasing non-linearly with the size of the shortfall. As argued previously, the first set of cash outlays the firm would cut back on can be assumed to have less costly consequences than the next. The extent to which one ex-ante should penalize shortfalls is firm-specific and depends on the perceived damage to the
firm’s value as a function of such shortfalls. Since the coefficient is related to the cost of risk it determines the size of any benefit from risk transfer (i.e. hedging). The firm’s hedge ratio should therefore, in principle, increase in the size of the coefficient.

It is important to note that in this framework the proxy for debt capacity could either be a constant amount (say the size of an existing credit facility) or be described as a stochastic process, which very well might co-vary with the cash holdings. An alternative approach to formulate risk measures that would render the same type of information as the measures in CLPM is to write the target level, the \( t \), parameter, as a function of debt capacity. Then the critical level for cash holdings would vary according to the variable which proxies for the firm’s debt capacity. Under this approach the \( C \) drops out and we are dealing with a LPM framework in which the target level is itself a stochastic variable (see, for example, Balzer, 2001). While admittedly this provides the same type of information, it is less intuitive than thinking of the firm’s balance sheet as a ‘filter’ with which to qualify the firm’s potential funding needs – are they problematic or not? Indeed, the very difference between LPM and CLPM is a very attractive variable for analysis, in particular when it comes to the usefulness and effectiveness of a hedge strategy. Table 1 summarizes the main approaches to corporate risk measurement.

Table 1. Main approaches to corporate risk measurement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk measure / framework</th>
<th>Concept</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Standard deviation       | Measures the degree of dispersion around the mean | • Symmetric perception of risk  
                          |                                   | • Relies on normal distribution |
| Cash Flow at Risk        | Measures the maximum loss associated with a certain statistical confidence level | • Asymmetric, ie treats losses different than gains  
                          |                                   | • Based on operating cash flow |
| Lower Partial Moments    | Measures risk as the deviations below a target level penalized by a risk aversion coefficient \( a \) | • Adopts easily to varying levels of risk aversion  
                          |                                   | • Makes no explicit reference to debt capacity |
| Conditional Lower Partial Moments | Makes reference to a second probability distribution to separate risky from non-risky shortfalls | • Incorporates information on debt capacity |

5. Debt capacity

What distinguishes the CPLM framework from the other frameworks mentioned in this paper is that it explicitly tries to incorporate information on the firm’s debt capacity. This is done in order to separate ‘non-risky’ outcomes – those where liquidity shortfalls can be assumed to be covered with external funding – from the ‘risky’ outcomes – those where liquidity shortfalls can be assumed to lead to negative consequences for lack of spare debt capacity.
This requires the ability to describe the circumstances under which further borrowing externally would not be possible, or exceedingly costly, due to the weakness of the firm’s balance sheet. The debt capacity parameter $t_2$ in the CLPM-framework thus concerns the identification of a liability overhang in the firm’s balance sheet that could lead it to conduct its business sub-optimally in some states of the world. One needs to identify a financial ratio, or some other variable, that as closely as possible correlates with the firm’s refinancing opportunities. How could this parameter be obtained?

One way of approaching this issue is to look at the firm’s initial leverage. The literature on capital structure has long recognized that contracting problems in the financial markets increase in the level of debt (see, for example, Myers, 1977). As a firm’s leverage increases, so does the potential for information and agency problems with respect to the investor community, thus making attracting new funding more difficult. The firm’s Debt-to-Equity-ratio (or Debt-to-Total Assets) would therefore appear like a natural candidate to proxy for the firm’s capital market access. For risk calculations one would therefore have to identify a critical level for the Debt-to-Equity-ratio at which the firm’s balance sheet constraints become operative. Mello and Parsons (1999) suggest that the industry average could be a useful indicator.

Another possible proxy for the debt capacity is existing debt covenants. A debt covenant is a provision included in debt contracts that restricts the firm’s activities after the bond is sold, the purpose of which is to mitigate the bondholder-stockholder conflict (Smith and Warner, 1979). A covenant targeting subsequent financial policy may state that the firm is restricted from issuing additional debt, for example by subjecting it to aggregate dollar limitations (Ibid). Covenants in existing debt contracts may constitute a very real constraint on a firm’s borrowing, so it might sometimes be possible to rely on clearly formulated debt covenants to impute the circumstances under which a firm would cease to have access to external funding in a meaningful way.

A third approach is to assess if there is a financial ratio on which the firm’s credit rating depends to a high degree. Credit rating agencies may choose to downgrade a company if it fails to meet the target levels associated with a particular rating. This approach presumes that it is highly likely that the firm would be downgraded if it fails to meet the rating agencies’ target level, and that this event would materially impair its capital market access. Yet another, and somewhat more tangible constraint, may be derived from the size of a firm’s existing credit facility. It may be reasonable to assume that a firm can expect to draw credits under existing arrangements but fail to attract new funding beyond that.

6. An illustrative example

Norsk Hydro ASA is an integrated aluminium company headquartered in Oslo, Norway. At one point its managers posed the question: “Is a hedge desirable to accompany a strategy involving a substantially increased investment-budget”? To help answer such questions, the company operates a risk model that simulates the product prices, exchange rates, and interest rates the company is exposed to. The model simulates a complete set of interrelated financial statements five years into the future. Based on these statements the company is able to evaluate its liquidity and financial strength under a large number of scenarios. The firm defines and communicates its financial capacity in terms of two key financial ratios: the Net Interest-bearing Debt-to Equity and the Funds-from-Operations to Net Interest-
bearing Debt. The maximum amount of borrowing, in each simulated scenario, is imputed by the position of these ratios relative the company’s targets.

To enlighten the issue at hand, Cash flow-at-Risk was found insufficient. This measure could not inform sufficiently about the interplay between the firm’s operating cash flow, its planned investment strategy, and the strength of the firm’s balance sheet. Running 10,000 simulations assuming the new investment strategy both LPM₀ and LPM₁ rose substantially. From this it was clear that exposure to significant borrowing needs would increase compared to the base case if the new plan were to be implemented. However, CLPM₀ and CLPM₁ remained close to zero. This was an indication that the balance sheet would be able to absorb practically all funding needs that might arise. Since the difference between the LPM and CLPM measures was extremely small, there was no sign that a hedge would work as an effective substitute to equity capital. The main reason was that the company, following a de-merger of one of its major operating units, had lower-than-usual debt. Spare debt capacity was correspondingly high. The company concluded that, at the time being, a hedge was not worthwhile even if the firm were to implement a high growth strategy.

7. Summary

This paper’s main argument is that a truly useful summary risk statistic concerning corporate liquidity risk management needs to make reference to the firm’s debt capacity. This is based on the intuitive idea that a liquidity shortfall entails some truly negative consequence only to the extent the firm also has an impaired access to financial markets due to a weak balance sheet. By making explicit the role of debt capacity in obtaining interpretable risk measures one improves on Cash Flow-at-Risk, where debt capacity is at best implicitly part of the analysis.

The contribution of this paper is a set of risk measures that qualifies cash flow-based risk measures with a reference to the firm’s debt capacity, and as a result can be given interpretations that are aligned with existing theories about risk management (i.e., costly financial distress, underinvestment). Debt capacity can be imputed by, for example, current levels of leverage, bond covenants, or credit facilities. The risk measures in the framework presented will indicate if a hedge is likely to mitigate costly consequences of volatility by acting as a substitute for equity capital.
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